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About the Society:
The Hyderabad Karnataka Education Society was established in the year 1958 at Gulbarga for the realization of the dreams of late, Sri. Mahadevappa Rampure, the founder president. The society provides facilities for higher education in the faculties of Science, Arts, Commerce, Law, Medical, and Engineering etc to the people of that region. At present it runs 44 educational institutions from primary to post graduation in the various parts of Karnataka spreading from Bidar to Bangalore. The Society celebrated its Golden Jubilee in the year 2009, which was inaugurated by the then Hon’ble President of India Her Excellency Smt. Pratibha Devi Singh Patil.

About the College:
In Bangalore HKES Sree Veerendra Patil Degree College of Science started in the year 1984. Subsequently Arts and Commerce were added in the year 1989 and BBM in the year 2005. The college is located in the prestigious locality of Sadashivanagar amidst a natural environment.

About the Department:
The College is affiliated to Bangalore University. The curriculum is designed by the university. As of now the department teaches General English and Additional English for undergraduate students. The department is active in organising many events in the college. In the past the department organised an inter-collegiate debate in English. The department has been instrumental in preparing the SSReport of NAAC. Many innovative teaching pedagogies has been planned and implemented by the department to enhance non-English speaking learner to speak and communicate in English. This workshop is a feather in its cap.

About the Workshop:
The Aim of the workshop is to enhance students of English language to be adequately equipped with the ability to communicate in English effectively. Teaching English language to the first generation learner has always been a challenge to a teacher. With technology playing a pivotal role in people's lives today, it is only right to use Technology as one of the mediums of instruction. Using technology as a tool can develop an undeniable creativity in the vista of learning. Creativity breaks monotony. Traditional methods of teaching and learning, curbs creativity and interest. Oral communication without practical exposure will dull the spirit of learning in the longer run. Students of degree classes are talented and multi faceted and it is but right to provide them a varied learning process. A teacher of English is also faced with the challenge of providing such experiences to the students as the market demands. In the wake of a techno-savvy modern society, a graduate is expected to be equipped with the latest modes of communication and therefore education institutions should rise to the occasion. The workshop would, I believe trace different techniques to complement traditional class room teaching-learning through technology so as to provide them a rich learning experience.

OBJECTIVES

- To explore various vistas in teaching English language.
- To empower teachers to use multimedia technology to teach English language.
- To expand the curriculum to equip the learner.
- To enhance the potential of Research activities in the teacher.
- To evolve new strategies that could be recommended to institutions for implementations.

Target audience/participants with expected number: English language Teachers/Multimedia experts. Expected No. 50.

Details of Sessions:
First Day: 2 technical sessions with a duration of 1hr 30 mins in the afternoon, with an hour of Paper presentation. Second Day: 2 technical sessions with a duration of 1hr 30 mins in the afternoon, with an hour of Paper presentation. Inauguration on the first day and valedictory on the second day will be held.

Call for Papers:
Papers dealing empirically and theoretically with the themes mentioned below are invited from the scholars working in Colleges/ universities/ Research Institutions as well as Scholars from Media and Communication. Contributors are requested to submit a full length soft copy of the paper on CD or through an E-mail attachment using MS-word by 15th September 2014.

Dr. Macquillin Christine.D, HOD of English Organising Secretary
E-mail address: engdpt_moses@yahoo.com/mmoses94@yahoo.com
Mobile no. 9741223141

Themes to Explore:

a) Creativity in teaching English language.
b) Use of Media for effective communication in English
c) Beyond Class room techniques in teaching English language.
d) Expanding the curriculum to suit the needs of the learner.
e) Breaking monotony in teaching and learning English language.
f) Challenges and limitations in teaching and learning English language.
g) Technology corroding the lingual expression of a learner.
h) Role of a Teacher in aiding effective communication through technology.
i) Use of language-lab.
j) Any related topic.
The Inaugural Function

The UGC Sponsored National Workshop was inaugurated on 26th September 2014 at 10.00a.m. After the traditional lighting of the lamp was by the dignitaries, Chief- guest, Smt. B. Kamalamma, Joint Director- Collegiate Education gave the inaugural address. She said that such activities at the tertiary level can bridge the gap between the industries and the institutions. She reiterated the fact that the employers seek for employability of the candidates rather than the regular degree certificates. A structured and skill development programme should blend with the degree course can benefit the students greatly. A teacher she said should leave no stone unturned, to provide the latest and technology imbibed learning in their classrooms. Institutions should encourage and co-operate with the teachers to provide the means by which such activities should be conducted in all the departments. She congratulated the Principal, the organising Secretary, and staff for organising such an event. She also wished the participants a great and fruitful time for the next two days.

Chief-Guest, B. Kamalamma, Joint Director- Collegiate Education gave the inaugural address. She said that such activities at the tertiary level can bridge the gap between the industries and the institutions. She reiterated the fact that the employers seek for employability of the candidates rather than the regular degree certificates. A structured and skill development programme should blend with the degree course can benefit the students greatly. A teacher she said should leave no stone unturned, to provide the latest and technology imbibed learning in their classrooms. Institutions should encourage and co-operate with the teachers to provide the means by which such activities should be conducted in all the departments. She congratulated the Principal, the organising Secretary, and staff for organising such an event. She also wished the team and the participants all the best.

Dr. Etienne Rassendren, Key-note speaker, began his debate on how ready we as teachers ready to take up the bridging of tradition vs latest innovation. His observations made during his deliberations were from Shakespeare and a kannada movie were in Dr. Rajkumar, speaks about the colour and beauty of a woman. Both the versions were integrated and a video clipping to explain the facts was overwhelming. He did not hesitate to say that very few teachers are truly working in bringing life in a class room. Such presentations and exposure to different ideas through videos and audios can attract the attention of the learner and enhance learning possibilities. At this juncture he asked the participants if they would even call themselves as ‘facilitators’ rather than a teacher as he said a ‘classroom’ itself portrays a colonial mindset. There was commitment and clarity in his talk as he took the participants through various facets of our own history, language and the present scenario.

The presidential remark was made by the guest-of honour, Professor. S.K. Seeri, former Principal, HKEs SVP Degree College. He was very honoured at the presence of so many resource persons and participants from various states. He did patronise with the speakers and expressed the fact that teachers should also change their techniques as per the time and should never be backward in any approach that the other countries have adapted. The time and commitment of a teacher will always be rewarded in the form of personal satisfaction. He wished the team and the participants’ success.

Vote of Thanks was proposed by the organising secretary, Dr. Macquillin Christine D. She expressed her gratitude to UGC, for sanctioning funds and encouraging the faculty to conduct such academic and intellectual activities. Thanking the management, principal, staff, participants, Resource persons and all those who co-operated in conducting the workshop successfully. The workshop was enlightening and satisfying. A light cultural programme was presented by the students of HKEs SVP Degree College. A meaningful street play and traditional dance were the highlight of the programme.

Due to the unavoidable circumstances the President of HKEs Society could not be present. The presidential remark was given by Srikantachar, Mysore. He congratulated the organisers for such an elaborate and well organised workshop. He too reiterated the fact that as teachers of the new generation of learners, we should learn to equip ourselves with the latest developments in technology. A teacher can never stop learning. With this attitude and the right approach to teaching, education can definitely be rewarding. Certificates were distributed to all the delegates.

Dr. Macquillin Christine D. She expressed her gratitude to UGC, for sanctioning funds and encouraging the faculty to conduct such academic and intellectual activities. Thanking the management, principal, staff, participants, Resource persons and all those who co-operated in conducting the workshop successfully. The workshop was enlightening and satisfying. A light cultural programme was presented by the students of HKEs SVP Degree College. A meaningful street play and traditional dance were the highlight of the programme.

The Valedictory Function

On 27th September 2014, at 4.00 pm, valedictory was arranged. Sri. Dayanithi, CEO, Monalisa group of companies, was the chief guest. His rich exposure to industry gave him the expertise of the need that the industry requires among the young graduates of today. His observations, that a teacher cannot be replaced, but should be a facilitator to provide the latest techniques the students require were accepted in the right spirit by the participants. His observations about the sessions on both the days made him feel satisfied that the workshop has indeed paved way for a new and a meaningful teaching and learning experience. No student should be left undone at the end of his education. His focus was on the right kind of education that is required in the present scenario, with quality which should never be compromised, high moral values, principled code of conduct which will provide a healthy, meaningful life and society.
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